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Abstract. The concept of statistical convergence is one of the most active area of research in the
field of summability. Over the years and under different names statistical convergence has been
discussed in the theory of Fourier analysis, ergodic theory and number theory. In this paper, we
introduce the idea of double I N-statistical convergence in a locally solid Riesz space and study
some of its properties by using the mathematical tools of the theory of topological vector spaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of Riesz space was first introduced by F. Riesz [17] in 1928 and since
then it has found several applications in measure theory, operator theory, optimiza-
tion and also in economics (see [3]). It is well known that a topology on a vector
space that makes the operations of addition and scalar multiplication continuous is
called a linear topology and a vector space endowed with a linear topology is called
a topological vector space. A Riesz space is an ordered vector space which is also
a lattice, endowed with a linear topology. Further if it has a base consisting of solid
sets at zero then it is known as a locally solid Riesz space. More investigations and
applications of Riesz space can be found in [11, 25].
The notion of statistical convergence, which is an extension of the idea of usual
convergence, was introduced by Fast [8] and Steinhaus [24] independently in the
same year 1951 and its topological consequences were studied first by Fridy [9] and
Sˇala´t [18]. The notion has also been defined and studied in different steps, for ex-
ample, in the locally convex space [12]; in topological groups ([4]); in probabil-
istic normed spaces[19]; in intuitionistic fuzzy normed spaces [15]; in random two
normed spaces [21]. Recently, in [1, 2], Albayrak and Pehlivan studied this notion in
locally solid Riesz spaces. Quite recently, Mohiuddine and et.al [13] studied statistic-
ally convergent, statistically bounded and statistically Cauchy for double sequences
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in locally solid Riesz spaces. Also in [5], for single sequences, the ideas of I-
statistical- -convergence, and I-statistical- - Cauchy condition of sequences in a
locally solid Riesz space were investigated.
The more general idea of -statistical convergence was introduced by Mursaleen
in [16]. Subsequently a lot of interesting investigations have been done on this con-
vergence (see, for example [20, 21], where more references can be found).
The idea of statistical convergence was further extended to I-convergence in [10]
using the notion of ideals ofN with many interesting consequences. More investiga-
tions in this direction and more applications of ideals can be found in [5,7,10,22,23],
where many important references can be found.
Recently in [6,23] we used ideals to introduce the concepts of I-statistical conver-
gence and I-statistical convergence and investigated their properties.
It is quite natural to expect that the idea of I-statistical convergence in a locally
solid Riesz space can be extend for double sequences. As a natural consequence,
in this paper, we introduce the idea of double I N-statistical convergence in a locally
solid Riesz space and study some of its properties by using the mathematical tools of
the theory of topological vector spaces.
It should be noted that our paper contains the results of [13] as special cases.
However one can see that the methods of proofs are not at all analogous to those of
[13] and are more complicated.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we recall some of the basic concepts of Riesz spaces .
Definition 1. LetL be a real vector space and let be a partial order on this space.
L is said to be an ordered vector space if it satisfies the following properties:
(i) If x;y 2 L and y  x then yC´ xC´ for each ´ 2 L:
(ii) If x;y 2 L and y  x then y  x for each  0:
If in addition L is a lattice with respect to the partial ordering, then L is said to be
a Riesz space (or a vector lattice).
For an element x of a Riesz space L the positive part of x is defined by xC D
x
W
; the negative part of x by x  D . x/W and the absolute value of x by jxj D
x
W
. x/ ; where  is the element zero of L.
A subset S of a Riesz spaceL is said to be solid if y 2 S and jxj  jyj imply x 2 S:
A topology  on a real vector space L that makes the addition and scalar multi-
plication continuous is said to be a linear topology, that is when the mappings
.x;y/! xCy .from .LL;  /! .L;//
.;x/! x .from .RL;  /! .L;//
are continuous where  is the usual topology on R. In this case the pair .L;/ is
called a topological vector space.
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Every linear topology  on a vector space L has a base N for the neighborhoods
of  satisfying the following properties:
a) Each V 2 N is a balanced set, that is x 2 V holds for all x 2 V and every
 2 R with jj  1:
b) Each V 2 N is an absorbing set, that is for every x 2 L, there exists a  > 0
such that x 2 V:
c) For each V 2N there exists some W 2N with W CW  V:
Definition 2. A linear topology  on a Riesz space L is said to be locally solid if
 has a base at zero consisting of solid sets. A locally solid Riesz space .L;/ is a
Riesz space L equipped with a locally solid topology :
Nsol will stand for a base at zero consisting of solid sets and satisfying the prop-
erties (a),(b) and (c) in a locally solid topology.
We now recall the following basic facts from [10].
A family I of subset of a non-empty set X is said to be an ideal if (i) A;B 2 I
implies A[B 2 I, (ii) A 2 I;B  A imply B 2 I. I is called non-trivial if I ¤ fg
and X … I. I is admissible if it contains all singletons. If I is a proper non-trivial
ideal then the family of sets F .I/ D fM X WM c 2 Ig is a filter on X (where c
stands for the complement.) It is called the filter associated with the ideal I.
If we take I D If D fA  N W A is a finite subset g: Then If is a non-trivial
admissible ideal of N.
Definition 3 ( [10]). Let I  2N be a proper admissible ideal in N:
(i) The sequence fxkg of elements of R is said to be I-convergent to x0 2 R if
for each  > 0 the set A./D fk 2N W jxk  x0j  g 2 I:
(ii) The sequence fxkg of elements of R is said to be I-convergent to x0 2 R if
there exists M 2 F.I/ such that fxkgk2M converges to x0:
3. DOUBLE I N- STATISTICAL TOPOLOGICAL CONVERGENCE IN LOCALLY
SOLID RIESZ SPACES
The notion of statistical convergence depends on the density of subsets of N; the
set of natural numbers. A subset E of N is said to have density ı .E/ if
ı .E/D lim
n!1
1
n
nX
kD1
E .k/ exists:
Note that if K  N is finite set, then ı.K/ D 0; and for any set K  N; ı.KC / D
1  ı.K/:
Definition 4. A sequence x D .xk/ is said to be statistically convergent to x0 if
for every " > 0
ı .fk 2N W jxk  x0j  "g/D 0:
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Let K NN be a two dimensional set of positive integers and let Km;n be the
numbers of .i;j / inK such that i  n and j m. Then the lower asymptotic density
of K is defined as
liminf
m;n
Km;n
mn
D ı2.K/:
In the case when the sequence .Km;n
mn
/1m;nD1;1 has a limit then we say that K has a
natural density and is defined as
lim
m;n
Km;n
mn
D ı2.K/:
For example, let K D f.i2;j 2/ W .i;j / 2NNg. Then
ı2.K/D lim
m;n
Km;n
mn
 lim
m;n
p
m
p
n
mn
D 0
(i.e. the set K has double natural density zero).
Recently Mursaleen and Edely [14] presented the notion statistical convergence
for double sequence x D .xk;l/ as follows: A real double sequence x D .xk;l/ is said
to be statistically convergent to x0, provided that for each  > 0
lim
m;n
1
mn
jf.k; l/ W k m and l  n; jxk;l  x0j  gj D 0:
Let  D fngn2N be a non-decreasing sequence of positive numbers tending to 1
such that
nC1  nC1;1 D 1:
Definition 5 ([23]). A sequence xD .xk/ is said to be I statistically convergent
or I  st  convergent to x0 2 R, if for every  > 0 and ı > 0;
n 2N W 1
n
j fk 2 In W jxk  x0j  g j  ı

2 I;
where In D Œn nC1;n: In this case we write I  st   limx D L.
Remark 1. For I D If in, I  st -convergence coincides with  statistical con-
vergence [16]. Again taking n D n it is easy to observe that I  st -convergence
becomes only I-statistical convergence [6, 23] which again coincides with statistical
convergence for I D If in.
Let  D .m/ and  D .n/ be two non-decreasing sequences of positive real
numbers both of which tends to 1 as m and n approach 1, respectively. Also let
mC1mC1;1D 0 andnC1nC1;1D 0. The collection of such sequence
.;/ will be denoted by :
Throughout this paper we shall denote mn by Nm;n and .k 2 Im; l 2 In/ by
.k; l/ 2 Im;n. We now introduce the definition of I N- double statistical convergence
in a locally solid Riesz space.
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Definition 6. Let x D .xkl/ be a double sequence in a locally solid Riesz space
.L;/. We say that x is I N  st -convergent to x0 if for every   neighborhood U
of zero, and for ı > 0;(
.m;n/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Imn W xkl  x0 … U gj  ı
)
2 I
In this case we write I N  st   limxkl D x0 (or xklI N st    !x0 briefly).
Remark 2. For I D If in, I N  st -convergence becomes N -statistical  - conver-
gence in a locally solid Riesz space which becomes double statistical  -convergence
in a locally sold Riesz space taking n;m D n;m.
Definition 7. Let xD .xkl/ be a double sequence in locally solid Riesz space.L;/.
We say that I N st bounded if for every   neighborhoodU of zero and ı > 0, there
exists some ˛ > 0 such that(
.m;n/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Imn W ˛xkl … U gj  ı
)
2 I
.
Definition 8. Let x D .xkl/ be a double sequence in a locally solid Riesz space
.L;/. We say that x is I N st -Cauchy if for every   neighborhood U of zero and
ı > 0, there exist p;q 2NN such that(
.m;n/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
ˇˇ˚
.k; l/ 2 Imn W xkl  xpq … U
	ˇˇ ı) 2 I:
We are now ready to present some basic properties of this new convergence in a
locally solid Riesz space.
Theorem 1. Let .L;/ be a Hausdorff locally solid Riesz space, x D .xkl/ and
y D .ykl/ be two sequences in L. Then the following hold.
a) If I N  st   limxkl D y0 and I N  st   limxkl D ´0 then y0 D ´0:
b) If I N  st   limxkl D x0; then I N  st   lim˛xkl D ˛x0 for each ˛ 2 R:
c) If I N st limxkl D x0 and I N st limykl Dy0 then I N st lim.xklC
ykl/D x0Cy0:
Proof. a) Let U be any   neighborhood of zero. Then there exists a V 2 Nsol
such that V  U: Choose a W 2 Nsol such that W CW  V: Let ı D 15 : Since
I N  st   limxkl D y0 and I N  st   limxkl D ´0 so
K1 D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  y0 …W gj< ı
)
2 F .I/
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and
K2 D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  ´0 …W gj< ı
)
2 F .I/:
Then K DK1\K2 2 F .I/ and for .m;n/ 2K;
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  y0 …W gj< ı
i.e.
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  y0 2W gj> 1  ı D 4
5
: (3.1)
Similarly
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  ´0 2W gj> 4
5
: (3.2)
Now note that f.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  y0 2W g and f.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  ´0 2W g can
not be disjoint for then we will have 1Nn;m jf.k; l/ 2 Inmgj >
8
5
which is impossible.
So there is a .kn; lm/ 2 Inm for which
xkn;lm  y0 2W and xkn;lm  ´0 2W:
Then
x0 ´0 D y0 xkkn;lm Cxkn;lm  ´0 2W CW  V  U:
Thus y0 ´0 2 U for every   neighborhood U of zero. Since .L;/ is Hausdorff,
the intersection of all   neighborhoods of zero is the singleton fg and so y0 ´0D
 i.e. y0 D ´0:
b) Let I N  st   limxkl D x0 and let U be an arbitrary   neighborhood of zero.
Choose V 2Nsol such that V  U . For any 1 > ı > 0;
K D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 … V gj< ı
)
2 F .I/
i.e. 8.n;m/ 2K;
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2 V gj> 1  ı:
First let j˛j  1. Since V is balanced, xkl   x0 2 V implies that ˛.xkl   x0/ 2 V:
Hence
f.k; l/ 2 Inm W ˛xkl  ˛x0 2 V g  f.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2 V g
and so 8.n;m/ 2K;
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ˛xkl  ˛x0 2 V gj
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 1Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2 V gj> 1  ı
which implies that(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ˛xkl  ˛x0 … V gj< ı
)
K
and consequently(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ˛xkl  ˛x0 … V gj< ı
)
2 F .I/:
Now if j˛j > 1 and Œj˛j is the smallest integer greater or equal to j˛j ; choose W 2
Nsol such that Œj˛jW  V: Again for 1 > ı > 0; taking
K D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nn;m
jfk 2 Inm W xkl  x0 …W gj< ı
)
2 F .I/
and in view of the fact that
j˛x0 ˛xkl j D j˛j jx0 xkl j  Œj˛j jxkl  x0j 2 Œj˛jW  V  U
which consequently implies that ˛x0 ˛xkl 2 V  U (since V is solid), proceeding
as before, we can conclude that(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ˛xkl  ˛x0 … U gj< ı
)
2 F .I/:
This prove that I N  st   lim˛xkl D ˛x0:
c) Let U be an arbitrary   neighborhood of zero. Then there are V;W 2 Nsol
such thatW CW  V U: Since I N st  limxkl D x0 and I st  limykl D y0
we have for 0 < ı < 1;
K1 D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 …W gj< ı
3
)
2 F .I/
and
K2 D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ykl  y0 …W gj< ı
3
)
2 F .I/:
If K DK1\K2; then 8.n;m/ 2K;
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 …W gj< ı
3
i.e.
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2W gj> 1  ı
3
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and also
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ykl  y0 …W gj< ı
3
:
But
.xklCykl/  .x0Cy0/D .xkl  x0/C .ykl  y0/ 2W CW  V  U
8.k; l/ 2 Inm such that .k; l/ 2 A\B when f.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2W g D A and
f.k; l/ 2 Inm W ykl  y0 2W g D B . Note that
jAj D jA\BjC jAnBj  jA\BjC jBcj
i.e.
1
Nm;n
jAj  1Nm;n
jA\BjC 1Nm;n
jBcj
<
1
Nm;n
jA\BjC ı
3
i.e.
1
Nm;n
jA\Bj D 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2W ^ykl  y0 2W gj
>
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2W gj  ı
3
> 1  ı
3
  ı
3
> 1  ı:
Since
f.k; l/ 2 Inm W .xklCykl/  .x0Cy0/ 2 U g  A\B
so for all .n;m/ 2K;
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W .xklCykl/  .x0Cy0/ 2 U gj  1Nn;m
jA\Bj> 1  ı
i.e.
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W .xklCykl/  .x0Cy0/ … U gj< ı:
Therefore
K 
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W .xklCykl/  .x0Cy0/ … U gj< ı
)
and so(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W .xklCykl/  .x0Cy0/ 2 U gj< ı
)
2F .I/
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which completes the proof of the result. 
Theorem 2. Let .L;/ be a locally solid Riesz space. Let x D .xkl/, y D .ykl/
and ´ D .´kl/ be three sequences in L such that xkl  ykl  ´kl for each .k; l/ 2
NN: If I N  st   limxkl D aD I N  st   lim´kl then I N  st   limykl D a:
Proof. Let U be an arbitrary   neighborhood of zero. Choose V ,W 2Nsol such
that W CW  V  U: Since I N   st   limxkl D a D I N   st   lim´kl ; so for
0 < ı < 1;
K1 D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  a …W gj< ı
3
)
2 F .I/
and
K2 D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ´kl  a …W gj< ı
3
)
2 F .I/:
Then we see that 8.n;m/ 2K;
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  a …W gj< ı
3
i.e.
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  a 2W gj> 1  ı
3
and
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ´kl  a …W gj< ı
3
:
Writing AD f.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  a 2W g and B D f.k; l/ 2 Inm W ´kl  a 2W g we
see that 8.k; l/ 2 A\B;
xkl  ykl  ´kl ;
xkl  a  ykl  a  ´kl  a;
jykl  aj  jxkl  ajC j´kl  aj 2W CW  V
and as V is solid so
ykl  a 2 V  U:
Clearly f.k; l/ 2 Inm W ykl  a 2 U g  A\B and as in the previous theorem we can
show that 8.n;m/ 2K;
1
Nn;m
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ykl  a 2 U gj  1Nm;n
jA\Bj> 1  ı
i.e.
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ykl  a … U gj< ı:
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Therefore(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ykl  a … U gj< ı
)
K
where K 2 F .I/ and so
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nnm
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ykl  a … U gj  ı

2 I
This proves that I N  st   limykl D a: 
Theorem 3. An I N statistically  convergent sequence x D .xkl/ in a locally
solid Riesz space .L;/ is I N  statistically  bounded.
Proof. Let x D .xkl/ be I N- statistically  convergent to x0 2 L: Let U be an
arbitrary  neigbourhood of zero. Choose V;W 2Nsol such thatW CW  V U:
Since W is absorbing there is a>0 such thatx0 2W: Choose ˛ 1 so that ˛:
Since W is solid and j˛x0j  jx0j ; we have ˛x0 2 W: Again as W is balanced,
xnm x0 2W implies that ˛.xkl  x0/ 2W: Now for any 0 < ı < 1;
K D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 …W gj< ı
)
2 F .I/:
Thus for all .n;m/ 2K;
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 …W gj< ı
i.e.
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2W gj> 1  ı:
If Bnm D f.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2W g then 8.k; l/ 2 Bnm
˛xkl D ˛.xkl  x0/C˛x0 2W CW  V  U
and so for all .n;m/ 2K;
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ˛xkl 2W gj  1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2W gj
> 1  ı
i.e.
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ˛xkl …W gj< ı:
Hence
K 
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W ˛xkl …W gj< ı:
)
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Since K 2 F .I/ so the set on the right hand side also belongs of F .I/ and it is
proven that .xkl/ is I N- statistically  -bounded. 
Theorem 4. If a sequence x D .xkl/ in a locally solid Riesz space .L;/ is I N 
statistically  convergent then it is I N  statistically   Cauchy.
Proof. Let x D .xkl/ be I N- statistically  -convergent to x0 2 L. Let 0 < ı < 1:
Then
K D
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 …W gj< ı
)
2 F .I/:
For all .n;m/ 2K;
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 …W gj< ı
i.e.
1
Nm;n
jf.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  x0 2W gj> 1  ı:
Choose .n;m/ 2 K and in view of above we can choose p;q 2 f.k; l/ 2 Inm W
xkl  x0 2W g (since this set can not be empty). Then xpq  x0 2W: Now observe
that if for .k; l/ 2 Inm;xkl  x0 2W then
xkl  xpq D xkl  x0Cx0 xpq 2W CW  V  U:
Hence as in the earlier proofs we can prove that
K 
(
.n;m/ 2NN W 1Nm;n
ˇˇ˚
.k; l/ 2 Inm W xkl  xpq …W
	ˇˇ
< ı
)
which consequently implies that .xkl/ is I N- statistically  - Cauchy. 
Finally we conclude this paper by presenting the following theorem. Before present-
ing the next theorem, let us consider the following definition.
Definition 9. Let .L1; 1/ and .L2; 2/ be locally solid Riesz spaces and AL1:
A mapping f WA!L2 is said to be I N  statistically   continuous at a point x0 2A
if I N  st   limxkl D x0 implies that I  st   limf .xkl/D f .x0/:
Theorem 2.17 in [3] states that the basic lattice operations are uniformly continu-
ous. So we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 5. If a function f W L1 ! L2 is uniformly continuous then f is I N 
statistically   continuous.
The proof of this theorem is omitted since it can be proved by using the techniques
present by Das and Savas in [5].
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